Do we need an early warning system for floods?

*If it is possible that would be good.*

Have you ever been involved in a local meeting about flood early warning system?

*No*

Would an early warning system work?

*Depends how many people actually listen & take any notice.*

Had you been advised by Council, or State Government, the highest flood levels in your area?

*No*

Had you ever received evacuation information for flood / landslides / fires?

*No*
• Have you ever been advised of a flood management plan? **NO**

• Have you ever been asked to be on or involved with a Floodplain Advisory Committee? **NO**

• What do you feel could have been done to make your area safer:
  
  Before the flood  
  warning of just how high previous floodwater has risen so we could be better prepared
  During the flood contact from emergency services would have been nice just to check up on our estate, make sure everyone had enough supplies
  After the flood build the Evans Rd through to highway so we have a way out next time it floods

• Other Questions or Statements:

| Ensure the questionnaire is filled out. | Name: _Sarah Smith_ |
| Complete cover sheet for submission. | Signature: ______________ |
| Return this form with your submission. | Important—Please—sign ______________ |